
 

 

 

 

 

 

MAISON RUINART IN REIMS IS REOPENING ITS DOORS THIS SUMMER:  

5 GOOD REASONS TO EXPLORE THE CHAMPAGNE REGION 

JUNE – OCTOBER 2020 

The oldest champagne house will be open to visitors throughout the summer. 

Having been closed to the public for over two months, the Maison Ruinart is delighted to be reopening its 

doors to visitors from June 2020. Located less than 1 hour from Paris by train, it combines nature and 

culture, art and savoir-faire, gastronomy and wine.   

"With Reims and Champagne having been honoured with a permanent Louis Vuitton City Guide – the first 

for a region of France – we are making every effort to welcome visitors back in compliance with health 

regulations. The art of welcoming visitors is ingrained in Ruinart's DNA and this summer, we are possibly 

keener than ever to share the French art of living and the abundance of the terroir and heritage of the 

Champagne region." explains Frédéric Dufour, President of the Maison Ruinart.  

Come and meet the staff at Ruinart, explore behind the scenes and enjoy a complete epicurean experience 

that brings together the good, the great and the beautiful.  

Here are 5 good reasons – in case you needed an excuse – to come and visit the oldest champagne house 

in Reims this summer:  

- Immerse yourself in the chalk cellars almost 40m underground, thanks to a virtual reality headset.  

- Savour a brunch prepared by resident chef Valérie Radou, showcasing the cuvées; 

- Discover the secrets of champagne making, from vineyard to bottling;  

- Explore 8 km of underground passages where the temperature naturally remains a constant 12°C; 

- Enjoy the poetic sight of the Retour aux Sources art installation, designed to raise awareness about the 

impact of global warming on the Champagne region.  
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1 – DIGITAL HERITAGE: IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIENCE  

Explore the Blanc de Blancs chalk cellar in the depths of Maison Ruinart in Reims. 

 

It was at the end of the 18th century that the pioneering Ruinart family realised that the former chalk 

quarries dug into the limestone subsoil in the capital of the Champagne region could provide optimal 

conditions for maturing its wines, owing to their ideal humidity level and naturally constant 10/12°C. Still 

in use, Ruinart's 20 or so cellars extend over 2 levels and 8 km at almost 40m deep. They are the only ones 

in France’s City of Kings to be both classified as a World Heritage site by UNESCO and designated as a 

historical site since 1931.   

This year, in addition to the usual 2-hour guided tour, Ruinart has introduced a virtual tour. All of the 

underground passages, as well as the reception and tasting rooms decorated by interior designer Elliott 

Barnes and evoking the atmosphere of an aristocratic residence, have been photographed in 360 degrees 

and digitalised. Wearing the virtual reality headset, you are free to explore all of the different areas, some 

of which are not ordinarily accessible, including where the cellar master keeps the most valuable bottles. 

While you explore, a Ruinart ambassador will be on hand to answer any questions. You can take the virtual 

tour both on site and from the comfort of your own home.  
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2 – GASTRONOMY: LOCAL BRUNCH WITH RUINART CHAMPAGNE  

Enjoy brunch prepared by resident chef Valérie Radou, showcasing Ruinart cuvées. 

 For the first time, the Maison Ruinart is offering brunch this summer, with two services planned on 

Saturdays and Sundays. Served in the garden, not far from the Chardonnay vine stocks planted at the 

property two years ago, or in the the large dining room, brunch will showcase the French art of living and 

cuisine. From the tableware (exclusive ceramics, steak knives with handles made either from an old 

riddling table or an old vine stock) to the linen napkins embroidered with the incipit from the Maison’s 

first accounts book dated 1729, Ruinart prides itself on welcoming guests with elegance and authenticity.   

 Visitors are given the opportunity to get to know each other while enjoying Ruinart chef Valérie Radou's 

cuisine. A graduate in the hospitality trade and with several years experience at Michelin-starred eateries, 

she began a home catering business in 1998. Fifteen years later, she took the helm of the kitchen at 

Ruinart, where she creates menus from scratch, from purchasing the ingredients (always seasonal) to 

preparing them. She will now be designing bistro style menus for guests and private events to showcase 

Ruinart’s cuvées throughout the year. The food and Ruinart champagne (R de Ruinart, Ruinart Blanc de 

Blancs or Ruinart Rosé) pairings that she creates after intense discussion with Cellar Master Frédéric 

Panaïotis promise to surprise gourmets, with special attention paid to the quality of the ingredients, 

including lamb and poultry reared by Patrick Cogniard 50 km north of Reims, while fruit and vegetables 

come from a Meilleur Ouvrier de France in the grocer category, Patrice Richard at Maison Ladam, 

established in the capital of the Champagne region. At brunch, you’ll find – for example – pâté en croute 

made with meat sourced from local producers, fennel and orange based salads recalling the aromas of 

the cuvées, pink Champagne lentils, cheeses such as Chaource, Langres and Tomme des Ardennes, fruit 

based desserts like rhubarb tart, cherry clafoutis, peaches in lemon verbena syrup, pineapple infused with 

ginger and lemon syrup and sweet spiced oranges.  
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3 – ART: A PIONEERING COLLECTION  

Explore the artistic reinterpretations of Ruinart champagne. 

 In 1896, the art loving descendants of the Ruinart family had the brilliant idea of commissioning Czech 

artist Alphonse Mucha to create a promotional poster for the Champagne house. Art Nouveau's prodigy 

certainly made an impression with this first "advertisement", an original copy of which remains in Reims. 

Displayed on Morris columns in Paris and even at the summit of Mont Blanc, the design cemented 

Ruinart's relationship with art. The champagne house has continued to call on the greatest contemporary 

artists and designers in paying tribute to its cuvées, history, heritage and UNESCO World Heritage chalk 

cellars ever since. Among them are designer Maarten Baas, photographer Erwin Olaf, sculptor Jaume 

Plensa and Chinese artist Liu Bolin, whose works are on display in Ruinart's formal reception rooms.  

 For 2020, Ruinart has entrusted British artist David Shrigley with its annual artistic reinterpretation. 

Guided by his natural curiosity, he wanted to see and understand everything during his artistic residency. 

The series of 36 black and white or coloured drawings underline the importance of know-how, 

transmission and respect for nature. They are usually exhibited abroad, but on this occasion, will be on 

view for visitors this summer. David Shrigley was also fascinated by the underground world of the chalk 

cellars. He wanted to leave multiple marks around the cellars. Scattered around the chalk cellars, these 

messages, faces sculpted in the soft walls, or original graffiti documenting his experience more than 30 

metres underground, are aimed as much at visitors as at the men and women who work there every day. 

They mingle with existing messages that have been left over time by anonymous authors. The guided tour 

will allow you go and search out these enigmatic and humorous pieces of graffiti.  
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4 – NATURE: OBSERVE CLIMATE CHANGE IN CHAMPAGNE  

Increase your awareness of the effects of global warming with the Retour aux Sources art installation. 

For Ruinart, the issue of sustainability is self-evident, as wine growing is reliant on the weather, above all. 

Year after year, the cellar master creates the cuvées by blending different grape varieties, crus and 

vintages. The process is time-consuming; sometimes a decade can pass between the harvest and the 

tasting. This year, for the 6th time in just under 20 years, the harvest will probably begin in August, as 

opposed to the second half of September. The effects of climate change are already apparent at the 

vineyard. Close to celebrating its 300th anniversary, Ruinart is committed to protecting and preserving 

the natural world that enables the vines to blossom and lies behind the excellency of its wines.  

The Retour aux Sources (2019) art installation created by the Mouawad Laurier duo combines innovation, 

creativity and sustainability to raise awareness among visitors about climate change in Champagne. The 

colossal root was unveiled in September 2019, in a chalk cellar over 30m deep. Through a complex artificial 

intelligence system, the work collects data from the vineyard, climate and production of Ruinart wines, to 

make them accessible and intelligible to visitors in the form of a unique experience using sound, light and 

movement. Its luminous Murano glass globes come alive and create a multisensory spectacle on the white 

chalk, reminiscent of the sun’s rays being reflected underwater. The journey through time recalls the fact 

that the Champagne region was once on the bottom of the ocean, accounting for the layer of sedimentary 

chalk emblematic of this unique terroir.   
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5 – SAVOIR-FAIRE: RUINART CUVEE TASTING   

Sample Ruinart’s iconic cuvées and unravel the mystery behind champagne. 

 As the oldest champagne house, Ruinart has been producing champagne since 1729. The champagne 

house has a record of the first commercialisation of a pink champagne, then called "œil de perdrix" (owing 

to its colour), as early as 1764. A few centuries later, in 1947, the Ruinart family decided to concentrate 

all its attention on the rarest and most precious Champagne grape variety – Chardonnay. Now a firm 

favourite, Ruinart Blanc de Blancs comes in a clear glass bottle, its shape inspired by those used in the 

18th century.  

 This summer, Ruinart is offering tastings by the glass, allowing you to discover the rich aroma and 

freshness of its wines in the company of professional sommeliers. You’ll be able to try the standard R de 

Ruinart (classic non-vintage brut), Ruinart Rosé and Ruinart Blanc de Blancs cuvées, as well as R de Ruinart 

2011, an impressive vintage brut exclusively available in France. Connoisseurs can also try some 

prestigious vintages in the form of Dom Ruinart cuvées. Exclusively produced in the best years, they are 

available as Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs and Dom Ruinart Rosé. They spend up to 11 years maturing in 

our cellars, before being offered to collectors. The 2007 vintage is currently enjoying the spotlight. It’s a 

special year for Frédéric Panaïotis, coinciding with his first harvest as Cellar Master at Ruinart.  

Be among the first to discover the new holder for serving the cuvées, which envelops the bottle like a 

second skin. The innovative holder is made of 100% recyclable paper that is 9 times lighter than previous 

forms and generates 60% less greenhouse gas emissions in production.  Its design was inspired by the way 

that head waiters tie a white napkin around the bottles when serving.  
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Download the press release: HERE 

Download the HD visuals: HERE   

 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION  

Maison Ruinart  

4 Rue des Crayères 

51000 Reims 

Bookings via www.ruinart.com or +33 (0)3 45 67 78 98  

Tours  

Monday to Sunday, 9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.  

Guided tour with tasting of 2 cuvées: 2 hours, €70/pers.  

Digital tour with virtual reality headset: Approx. 30 mins, €20/pers  

Brunch  

2 sittings on Saturdays and Sundays, 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.  

€70/pers tour not included, with 2 cuvées being served  

Menu designed by Ruinart chef Valérie Raddou  

Tasting  

All of Ruinart’s cuvées can be sampled on site,  

€9 to €45 per glass.  

  

PRESS CONTACT   

press@ruinart.com  

  

ABOUT RUINART  

Since its 1729 beginnings in Reims, Ruinart, the very first champagne house has never stopped developing and 

promoting its own special art of living, echoing the Enlightenment period when it was founded. In a context where 

French philosophy and culture had great influence, the excellence of Maison Ruinart wines shone like a beacon. Very 

early on, the house decided to use the rare and precious Chardonnay grape to produce its cuvées. Elegance, purity, 

know-how and enlightenment were the watchwords for the world's finest champagne house. These qualities were 

what ensured its success both in France and overseas, and what has nurtured its unswerving commitment to art 

since then. The bold decision to call upon the Czech artist Alphonse Mucha as far back as 1896 to create a poster 

that would make a massive impact at the time fits perfectly with Maison Ruinart's continuing devotion to art through 

its support for its annual commissioning of a contemporary artist. In doing so, it shares its heritage, history and know-

how through the original and creative vision of talented artists.  

https://moethennessy-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/press_ruinart_com/ElTLKl5O7tVDjtClplZLrpoBBgxMOo5w8mXL6S8dAz7l3w?e=SgLLld
https://moethennessy-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/press_ruinart_com/En3MfOhxWOhOu_lLgcPoBqABzWMPje8TKtEfnidckfqM5w?e=0K6ZsM

